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Chapter 1: Introduction of
Applied Theatre in Church Ministry Curricula
Many of today’s church ministry curricula disconnect from the application portion of
biblical lessons. For example, students engage in fun, memorable activities but spend little time
biblically applying those lessons in real-life scenarios. Further, some curricula discuss how to
apply a lesson, but they often lack the lesson’s practice application portion. Church curricula that
allow students to practice biblical concepts in real-life scenarios are engaging and full of Godgiven discovery, resulting in self-discovery and a fresh connection to God in a new way. Using
Applied Theatre within ministry curricula allows the Bible to come to life and lets students
discover more about themselves and their world through a biblical application. They can grow,
learn, and evolve through a life-changing experience of an Applied Theatre church curriculum.
Within all the chapters, the author explores Applied Theatre, child development, and popular
church ministry curricula to discover innovative ways Applied Theatre can integrate within
church curricula.
To produce an Applied Theatre children’s church curriculum, the author evaluated, in
Chapter 2, different types of Applied Theatre techniques and how people worldwide use Applied
Theatre to teach various content. Chapter 3 explores various church curricula, like the Orange
Curriculum and the Hands-on Bible Curriculum, methods used within biblical lessons. Further,
Chapter 4 discusses new ways Applied Theatre can integrate within church curricula to provide a
powerful, engaging learning experience for children. The background information of Chapters 23 provides a vital framework for Chapter 4’s detailed process of creating church ministry
curricula for babies, toddlers, preschoolers, kids, pre-teens, and teens of middle and high school
students. To produce the curriculum effectively, the author modified the curriculum for college
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students in a small-group session as an experiment. In Chapter 5, the author details the
experiment and student feedback from the experiment. Chapter 6 provides an analysis of the
experiment, and Chapter 7 discusses the author’s reflection of the overall experiment. The author
uses Applied Theatre experimentation in church ministry curricula to produce a robust,
applicable, and life-changing church ministry curriculum, which is available within the
Appendix.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review of
Applied Theatre in Church Ministry Curricula
Many educators use Applied Theatre throughout the United States and various other
countries to teach school subjects and shift the minds of students and adults of all ages. Blatner
and Wiener state, “the more people use dramatic methods to become aware of their own selfexpression, the more they can feel their inner being as active and connected,” and “there is a
potential for substantive personal psychological and spiritual growth in these endeavors”
(Interactive 1). In other words, the possibilities for using Applied Theatre for spiritual growth are
endless. By understanding the different Applied Theatre techniques, one can integrate those
techniques into a robust church ministry curriculum, allowing students to understand the Bible in
a new way. Using Applied Theatre Techniques such as Theatre in Education (TIE), Creative
Drama, Roleplaying, Process Drama, Theatrical Tableaus, Story Drama, Psychodrama, and
Sociodrama, allows students to engage in an interactive learning style that is applicable and lifechanging, allowing biblical application in real-life dramatic scenarios.
APPLIED THEATRE OR THEATRE IN EDUCATION (TIE)
There are different kinds of Theatre in Education (TIE). Jackson and Vine refer TIE to an
Applied Theatre technique, uses in various interactive improvisational dramas in “formal and
informal educational settings” to help children, teens, young adults, and adults of all ages
“understand, and operate in, the world in which they live” (2, 5). For example, in 1976,
Perspective Theatre used TIE methods to help students mathematically problem-solve various
situations. Further, in 1984, Pit Prop Theatre used TIE methods to teach students about slavery in
the American Civil War (Jackson and Vine 7). Some TIE methods also deal with subject matters
from racism and ethical issues to various school subject materials and foster creative, safe
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environments to challenge and grow individuals by helping them navigate through various
situations (Jackson and Vine 4-5). Many school curricula, church programs, theatre companies,
and organizations use TIE to deal with specific topics, teaching individuals how to shift
perspectives and navigate sensitive and challenging subject matters (Jackson and Vine 6).
CREATIVE DRAMA
Creative Drama, known as Process Drama until 1970, began as early as the 1920s, and in
the 1930s, teachers used improvisational exercises and theatre games to help students grow
mentally, physically, and emotionally (Blatner and Weiner, Interactive 80). Creative Drama can
help all ages grow in their imagination, self-expression, nonverbal/verbal communication skills,
and analytical/critical thinking skills to help problem-solve real-life situations through
improvisation exercises, games, and warm-ups (Blatner and Weiner, Interactive 82). Further,
Blatner and Weiner discuss that “schools use Creative Drama “to help youngsters to explore,
develop, express, and communicate ideas, concepts, and feelings through dramatic enactment”
(Interactive 81).
ROLEPLAYING
Roleplaying developed in the 1940s and 1950s and is similar to Creative Drama but is
most effective in young adults in high school and college (Blatner and Weiner, Interactive 83).
However, roleplaying will not be effective if the students do not have adequate warm-up time to
ease into the dramatic exercise because it will result in vulnerability, anxiety, and performance
pressure shutdown (Blatner and Weiner, Interactive 83-84). However, improvisational games
and warm-ups help students grow more comfortable with their character roles within the
dramatic exercise (Blatner and Weiner, Interactive 85). When done correctly, roleplaying helps
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students understand situations and feelings in various social environments to help grow
communication skills, problem skills, and self-awareness skills.
Roleplaying also evaluates “more relevant social issues young people face nowadays and
are the service of developing social and emotional learning,” giving students “ways of
responding to a situation in the most uplifting fashion, aspiring to the noblest values” (Blatner
and Weiner, Interactive 83). For example, it helps students deal with various types of peer
pressure from drugs, alcohol, bullying, sex, and prejudice and helps them navigate these
challenging real-life situations in order to find real-life solutions through the safety of
roleplaying, reflection, responding, and constructive feedback (Blatner and Weiner, Interactive
83-84). Teachers use various roleplaying techniques to help autistic children with alternate forms
of communication, help children navigate through behavior issues and abusive environments,
help students navigate world tragedies like September 11, and help navigate through many more
social, environmental issues present in today’s society (Blatner and Weiner, Interactive 81).
PROCESS DRAMA
Process Drama is a form of drama that allows “all kinds of subjects [to investigate] ...
ways that make the subject matter more relevant, alive, and unforgettable” (Blatner and Weiner,
Interactive 91). For example, students can explore various choices within an improvised fictional
world. They can problem-solve situations and develop innovative solutions or responses to
situations (Blatner and Weiner, Interactive 91). Some programs use process drama to explore
bullying, political rights, and oppression (Blatner and Weiner, Interactive 93, 219). Students can
even create a physical tableau or frozen human sculpture to explore their feelings about
particular subjects and events (Blatner and Weiner, Interactive 93). Interactive and the
Improvisational Drama – Varieties of Applied Theatre and Performance state, physical tableaus
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“hits on a deeper [level, allowing students to deal with deeper] issues [like] bullying” in a nonthreatening way (93). Process Drama allows students to ask questions, work through issues,
problem-solve, and reflect on real-life situations.
STORY DRAMA
Story Drama is similar to process drama and roleplaying techniques for children that
immerse children in a story, allowing them to roleplay and interact with the story to explore,
navigate, and process various social scenarios and issues. Philip Taylor, in The Drama
Classroom: Action Reflection, Transformation, discusses how fables are used in Story Drama to
help students “explore [various] issues, events, and relationships posed by stories” in order to
“raise different [issues] … focusing on stereotype, values, and people’s blinkered perceptions”
(Taylor 8). For example, teachers retold The Three Little Pigs’ story from the wolf’s perspective
and conducted a mock trial at the end of the story to teach students about stereotypes using the
wolf and pig stereotypes by investigating how those stereotypes evolved in the story. (Taylor 818). Within the dramatic exercise, students interactively investigate the story, first taking the side
of the wolf and then switching to the side of the pig, opening the student’s eyes to every angle of
a situation, so they can daily navigate stereotypical norms in present-day society (Taylor 8-18).
Taylor discusses, “at the heart of Story Drama is the evolving struggle which students encounter
as they construe their own unique understanding of the world” (Taylor 8-9). Story Drama gives
students a safe environment to navigate their perceptions of the world and learn how to navigate
and adjust their perceptions of the world.
PSYCHODRAMA
Developed by Moreno as a form of therapy, Blatner and Weiner state, Psychodramas
“underlying idea in helping drama return to its source of inspiration and freshness, the activity of
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improvisation and creativity … present the truth-the psychological truth, based on real-life”
(“Webpage Supplement”). Meaning, Psychodramas creatively and imaginatively allow
individuals to “explore the truth” of the world around them through dramatic reenactments of
various situations and problems, psychologically allowing students to navigate difficult issues.
Kellermann describes Psychodrama as “the method of studying interpersonal relations [and]
deal[ing] with problems of a single individual” (15).
In the Essential Moreno: Writings on Psychodrama, Group Method, and Spontaneity,
Moreno discusses five instruments needed to produce Psychodramas, including a stage space
needed for an “extension of life beyond the [real] test of life itself,” an actor or subject needed
“to portray his own private world,” a director to help “produce, counsel, and analyze …. [clues]
the subject offers into dramatic action,” a “staff of auxiliary egos” providing director assistance
to help guide the subject through his “imagined personae life drama,” and an audience to help the
subject by being an antagonist or protagonist in various scenarios (13-15). Psychodramas use
five instruments to help various age groups deal with traumatic life-situations in a “surplus
reality” that helps individuals confront difficult issues present in real-life (Blatner and Weiner,
“Webpage Supplement”). Further, individuals psychologically work through situations and
problems in a safe environment (Blatner and Weiner, “Webpage Supplement”). Untrained
professionals should not use Psychodrama because it takes drama therapists many years to study
and perfect the craft. However, some forms of Applied Theatre use a single Psychodramatic tool,
like talking to a chair, to help audiences engage with the interactive learning process on a deeper
level.
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SOCIODRAMA
Sociodrama is similar to Psychodrama but with a larger group and has “two main
ingredients (1) the creation of roles; and (2) the development of group themes” (Blatner and
Weiner, “Webpage Supplement”). It uses similar techniques to Sociodrama like roleplaying, role
reversal, doubling, mirroring, and soliloquy to deal with community-wide social issues by
providing active solutions for various problems presented within the interactive drama
(Kellermann 15-18). For instance, after World War II, J. L. Moreno developed Sociodrama to
help society cope with life after the war (Kellermann 15). In Sociodrama and Collective Drama,
Kellermann defines Sociodrama as “an experiential group-as-a-whole procedure for social
exploration and intergroup conflict transformation” (Kellerman 15-17). Further, the techniques
focus on individuals’ roles in the community to help them deal with social issues such as politics
and economics, religious and cultural beliefs, and human behaviors and attitudes (Kellerman 1517).
Sociodrama is an extensive group activity located in an arena, town square, or
amphitheater, lasting around one to two hours (Kellermann 19). In Sociodrama, an entire group
works together to problem-solve various issues, but it can be challenging to manage the groups
in a large group setting. For example, some group leaders take charge of an entire group, not
letting individuals have a voice, smaller groups form a divide within a large group resulting in
fighting, and high emotions can cause individuals to isolate themselves from groups (Kellermann
21). For a Sociodrama to be successful, the Sociodrama director must be a strong leader who can
guide and prohibit the group from individual decisions, keeping the group on task with the
central issue facilitating the group effectively through the enactment (Kellerman 21-23). When
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successful and Sociodrama groups emotionally engage in Sociodrama, Kellermann states,
“Sociodrama becomes a profound human sharing experience similar to Psychodrama (17).
PERSONAL COMMENTARY
There are many more forms of Applied Theatre and many more techniques to discover.
The possibilities of utilizing Applied Theatre in church ministry curricula are endless, and the
author believes many techniques can be a useful tool to teach students of all ages. Applied
Theatre will allow students to explore biblical content from a fresh perspective and practice what
they have learned in fictional environments. It will also bring the Bible to life inside of them and
their lives.
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Chapter 3: Applied Theatre Methods of
Applied Theatre in Church Ministry Curricula
“Children’s ministry … isn’t … about building fun and entertaining programs for
children, so parents will be able to attend church without being interrupted. … It’s about
serving children, caring for them, and forming them into people who serve one another
and the world in the way of Jesus.” (Csinos, Ch. 1)
Dating back to the Middle Ages, churches have used drama to bring biblical stories to life
(Wilson and Goldfarb 138). Today, many children’s ministry curricula continue to utilize drama
to engage and entertain students with biblical stories and lessons. Some curricula act-out various
Bible stories to teach the lessons, and other curricula involve the children in biblical enactment
or roleplaying. Although many churches utilize drama in their curriculum, their goals differ from
one curriculum to another. For example, the Hands-On Bible curriculum engages all of a child’s
senses in the learning process, “creating powerful connections between Scripture and everyday
life” (Hands-On). The curriculum’s goal is to give teachers the tools needed to engage children
creatively with lessons by allowing their sense of touch, sound, smell, sight, and action to grow
their long-term understanding of biblical content. Many of the lessons allow students to learn
through enactment or dramatic play (Hands-On).
Another widely used curriculum within churches, including megachurches, is the Orange
Curriculum, which uses interactive games and fun media/drama to entertain and engage students
in lessons (Orange). The curriculum’s primary focus is to link parents to their child’s spiritual
development by providing insight into child development and making the most of the time with
their child to foster spiritual growth (Orange). Orange “believe[s] that the [church and home]
combined influences make a greater impact than just two individual influences… [because] no
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one has more potential to influence a kid than a parent” (Orange). Orange offers many parental
resources, including an app to continue the spiritual growth process at home (Orange). The
curriculum creatively engages children’s interest by making church fun and memorable while
giving their parents tools to connect with their children on a deeper spiritual level.
Furthermore, many children’s ministry curricula successfully teach appealing biblical
content by effectively engaging parents in the spiritual growth process, allowing children of all
ages to understand various biblical lessons, characters, and stories. Some curricula even discuss
the importance of biblical morals and decision-making in everyday life. However, there are new
ways to engage students in biblical learning by intertwining Applied Theatre/TIE methods within
children’s ministry curricula, allowing children to connect to their spiritual growth more
extensively. Learning through Theatre: The Changing Face of Theatre in Education states TIE
“provide[s] an experience for young people … that will be intensely absorbing, challenging,
often provocative, and an unrivaled stimulus for further investigation of the chosen subject”
(Jackson and Vine 5).
Using Applied Theatre to teach biblical content empowers children. It gives them the
psychological tools needed to evaluate situations with a biblical perspective, allowing them to
practice what they have learned in a safe environment by psychologically and dramatically
exploring biblical content and morals more profoundly. Ultimately, using Applied Theatre
techniques in children’s ministry shifts the learning from teachers telling kids the appropriate
ways they should think, say, or act to children processing biblical content in a way that reshapes
the way they think, speak, and act. Students go from teachers telling them what is right and
wrong to discovering what is right and wrong by interactively exploring and practicing biblical
principles.
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In “Theatre in Education,” Alison Downey describes the powerful results of a TIE drama
entitled “It’s in Your Hands.” The drama interactively challenged teens in a juvenile detention
center to shift their perspective on violence and bullying by encouraging them to discover
alternate solutions for deflecting violence. The scene started with a girl taunting another girl,
trying to provoke a fight with a knife, and the scene froze just before the violence irrupted,
allowing the teens to interact with the characters and the scene. The facilitators further involve
teens in the decision-making process by letting students evaluate each decision’s pros and cons
within the enactment. Downey also discusses the variations of TIE dramas, gives the audience
the unique perspective of each character within the story through internal monologues, and
allows audience members to ask the actors various questions to learn more about each character.
Ultimately, Downey states, TIE allows for interactive problem solving by weighing the pros and
cons of a situation and can even provide various endings to chosen decisions. Further
empowering students’ with ‘decision-making skills.’ (Downey 100-105)
Similar TIE techniques bring a revitalizing depth to various children’s ministry curricula
by fostering a safe environment for children, teens, and even young adults to filter their decisionmaking process in a biblical context. For example, the biblical lessons ‘love one another’ and
‘turn the other cheek’ can profoundly affect students when evaluating their decisions and their
impact in real-life scenarios. Teachers move beyond telling students how to show love biblically
to encouraging students to discover and practice loving others in the most trying real-life
situations. Further, enabling students to navigate challenging circumstances allows them to learn
the power of their decisions and their ripple effect in their lives and the lives of those around
them. Current church curricula bring life and excitement to biblical content. However, Applied
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Theatre/TIE takes children’s ministry curricula beyond the pages of the Bible to the pages of
student’s life in a very authentic way.
PERSONAL COMMENTARY:
As a pastor’s wife and parent, the author has felt frustration towards various church
ministry curricula. Although the amount of biblical knowledge within her son is impressive, no
instruction and teaching can replace real-life spiritual growth. The author can teach her child to
ride a bike with detailed instructions, but he will never learn to ride until he gets on the bike and
tries to ride. The same principles apply to spiritual growth, and until students practice biblical
decision-making and processing, they will not learn how to make sound spiritual decisions.
Applied Theatre/TIE offers a safe environment for students’ spiritual growth by encouraging
them to: ‘get on the bike’ and learn how to ride.
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Chapter 4: The Process of
Applied Theatre in Church Ministry Curricula
To integrate Applied Theatre effectively in a children’s ministry curriculum, one needs to
understand children’s different physical and mental developmental stages. For example, babies
do not process information like a child, and toddlers and preschoolers process information
differently than school-age children, pre-teens, teens, and college students. Various stages of
development may occur at different ages, and many different ages may enjoy similar activities.
However, children and teens of similar developmental stages need to be together in a classroom.
For example, there is a huge developmental difference between a 1st grader and a 6th grader, and
they should not be in the same room together unless the older child is assisting or classes have a
separate small-group time meant for their specific age group. Many churches do not have enough
teachers to separate classrooms into smaller age groups. However, it would help students’
developmental growth by separating classrooms into classrooms for Babies (0-12 months),
Toddlers (1-2 year-olds), Preschool (3-5 year-olds), Kids (1st-3rd grade), Pre-Teen (4th-6th
grade), Middle School (7th-9th grade), and High School (10th-12th grade).
BABIES (0–12 MONTHS)
Many babies do not get the amount of love needed from a parent. Further, it is vital for
nursery workers to be attentive to their needs and interact in sensory sights and sounds with each
baby to help them feel safe and connected in their new environment. In Child Development for
Child Care and Protection Workers, Brigid et al. discuss the importance of a safe environment
for babies, and “children under two years of age are particularly venerable to both the positive
effects of secure caregiving environments and, by contrast, the negative impacts of abuse or
neglectful caregiving” (Brigid et al. 148-149). Bridge further states that babies respond well to
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social interactions such as “facial expressions, voice tones, and rhythms” (Brigid et al. 146). For
example, various songs and games such as peek-a-boo and patty-cake can help the child feel safe
and connected to the nursery worker. As the child begins to crawl, it helps to separate the
crawlers in a different classroom so that each child can get the attention they desire and need.
Further, a designated crawling room allows children to explore their surroundings in a safe
environment (Brigid et al. 161). Although the baby room does not have a specific Applied
Theatre curriculum to teach biblical concepts, it is vital to provide babies with the proper
environment that meets their needs and focuses on their motor skills.
TODDLERS (1–2 YEARS OLD) AND PRESCHOOL (3–5 YEARS OLD)
Toddlers enjoy imaginative play and benefit from learning that stimulates their sense of
sight, sound, touch, and smell. In Child Development for Child Care and Protection Workers,
Brigid et al. state, engaging the child’s senses through “social play enhances the making of
sustaining relationships” (158). The child will not only learn through sensory play, but he will
connect emotionally with the teacher as he plays. Further, during the developmental stage,
toddlers focus on hand-eye-coordination and fine motor skills, and utilizing games, activities,
and play that encompasses those skills helps the child grow (Shaughnessy and Kleyn 5). An
extensive curriculum that engages toddlers in various activities, sounds, and movements allows
them to refine their physical skills along with their mental and spiritual growth and
understanding of the world around them (Brigid et al. 154). Because toddlers focus on
themselves and their learning, this is a great age to introduce them to God, who is safe and loving
(Brigid et al. 154). They can also begin learning about others and how to treat them and
distinguish between their feelings and their peers’ feelings (Brigid et al. 154). Because toddlers
are starting to think critically and analytically, the toddler curriculum utilizes various games and
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activities, imaginative roleplaying, and simple Applied Theatre variations to engage their senses
in imaginative play. Further, the curriculum fosters an environment for children to think about a
God who loves them and cares for them.
Preschoolers enjoy similar fun hands-on activities and games but with more intellectual
engagement. They can connect with adults and peers through imaginative play, and they share
humor, experiences, and feelings to help them connect emotionally, physically, and spiritually
(Brigid et al. 151). Brigid et al. state that sharing feelings helps children, as young as two, feel
connected to other individuals and adults (151). For example, they can share their likes and
dislikes or how God makes them feel, which helps children grow empathetically and spiritually.
They also need clear rules of why to do something, and labeling children as kind and loving is
very important because negative labels can negatively affect children’s psyche (Brigid et al.
152). Although preschoolers’ minds’ have evolved further than toddlers’ minds, they both have
curricula with similar hands-on activities and lessons because they enjoy similar activities.
Further, some toddlers may not understand everything that is happening, but they will enjoy the
fun activities that go along with the lessons, and they will grow in their understanding as their
brains develop.
Both curricula (found in Appendix A) have two small-group sessions and one large-group
session. Because toddlers are still learning how to control their bodies, it is vital to keep the
small-group ages separated so that the older kids do not hurt the younger kids during play
activities. However, the curriculum structure caters to both age groups with slightly different
activities for each group. The curriculum structure offers fifteen minutes of fun, engaging
activities that lead to the ten-minute large-group Storytime. The lessons end with thirty more
minutes of small-group time with various engaging activities such as dramatic play, response
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snack-time, skills builder activity, and crafting prayers. All activities range from five to ten
minutes and can be completed in a shorter time or repeated as needed based on the child’s
interest and engagement.
In a lesson, teaching children they do not need to be afraid because God keeps them safe,
they not only learn about a time when Jesus calms the storm, but they also engage in activities
that help set the scene for the story. As children enter the classroom, they engage in sensory
activities that get them thinking about boats, rain, and water, which prepare them for the lesson.
For example, the classroom has a pretend riverbank with paper rocks attached to the floor, going
across the river, and they can jump from rock to rock to work on motor skills. There are also
coloring sheets, rain bottles, and a pretend boat to play in and catch fish (see Appendix A and B
for details). There are multiple activities and games available for early arrivers, and there are
activities available for children that lose interest in activities quickly. Before going into largegroup time, kids also learn a short memory verse with fun motions and noises. Then, they march
to the adjacent puppet house for their lesson Storytime with the preschoolers. Puppets tell a story
of when Jesus calmed the storm and kept his disciples safe, and then they go back to their
classroom for more fun activities and games.
During the final small-group time, children engage in dramatic play by enacting the
previously seen Bible story. Children enacted the scene several times alternating characters, with
some kids being waves, rain, thunder, disciples, and Jesus; each child should get the opportunity
to calm the storm. The enactment introduces children to a form of roleplaying and imaginative
play but does not go into the full-depth of Applied Theatre but allows them to learn through play.
However, an added skills builder section allows children to pretend to get scared and practice not
being afraid when it gets dark and scary (see Appendix A for further details). The skills builder
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and roleplaying introduce children to the beginning concepts of Applied Theatre in curricula
with older children.
KIDS (1ST – 3rd GRADE) AND PRE-TEENS (4TH – 6th GRADE)
There are many differences between kids and pre-teens. Not only do most kids still enjoy
playing with toys, but also pre-teens are in the middle of a transition to a teenager and start
viewing the world differently. Puberty affects pre-teens emotionally and physically, and their
mental view of the world and themselves shift. For example, kids (1st – 3rd grade) feel very
comfortable in their skin and generally take pride in their abilities (Clifford-Poston 21).
However, pre-teens (4th-6th grade) begin to experience mood swings and start questioning
themselves and their world (Clifford-Poston 22). Pre-teens begin questioning their self-image,
identity, and the way they fit within the world. In A Playworker’s Guide to Understanding
Children’s Behavior, Clifford-Poston describes the age difference between 7-9 and 9-12.
Clifford-Poston state, “7-9 years olds tend to live in a black and white world where things are
right or wrong, fair or not fair,” whereas 9-12-year-olds or pre-teens view the world more grey
and complex, “developing abstract thought, resulting in them questioning all sorts of issues
(Clifford-Poston 23). Because kids and pre-teens mentally process information differently, enjoy
different activities, and deal with different issues, the age groups need separation. However, the
student age groups can combine to empower older students to help lead the younger students.
Because kids and pre-teens are at different mental capacities and enjoy different
activities, the curriculum separates both age groups during small-group sessions and combines
them for a large-group session. For example, kids and pre-teens start in their small-group session
for age-specific pre-service activities and come together for a multi-age relevant lesson and
worship. Students then separate back into their small-groups for additional age-specific lesson
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activities. The curriculum breakdown allows both age groups dynamic worship and lesson, with
impactful small-group time catered to their age group. Large churches with more resources may
separate the two age groups, but most churches do not have that capability. Further, bringing
both age groups together for a large-group time allows older pre-teens to lead worship and assist
with other lesson activities, empowering them to lead.
Both curricula begin with small-group arrival activities, games, and memory verse
activities that lead to the large-group worship and lesson. The curriculum lesson ends with smallgroup reflection, journaling, and self-discovery time. Kids enjoy board games and
winning/losing games, but they are still eager to please and engage in games (Clifford-Poston
24). Although pre-teens still enjoy games, they explore acting like teenagers, which means
games need to be cool, fun, and maybe a little dangerous (Clifford-Poston 23). For example, in a
lesson about fear, kids enjoy a fun fear challenging mystery box, challenging them to face their
fear and feel what is inside the scary box. Whereas pre-teens enjoy a scarier fear challenge of
tasting gross foods like kale and sardines. However, both classes enjoy a game of “Fear off the
Floor” (see Appendix A for details) and memory verse challenge. The pre-activities inspire
students to think about fear, preparing them for the lesson in large-group time.
During large-group time, students engage in worship and participate in a brief lesson
about fear, teaching them how to deal with fear in their life. Afterward, a group of actors uses
Process Drama, an Applied Theatre technique, to allow students to discover ways to deal with
fearful situations in their life. For example, the actors improvise a scene about fear, and the scene
stops just as fear overtakes the scene. Then, the students volunteer ideas and ways to deescalate
and deal with fear in the scene biblically. The scene replays multiple times, utilizing the
students’ suggestions. Students can even ask the characters in the scene questions about why
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they are afraid to help the students figure out how to deescalate fear in the scene. After fear has
appropriately deescalated, students move back into their small-groups for reflection and selfdiscovery.
The final small-group session allows students to process fear in their own lives in an
intimate setting with their peers. Both classes get an opportunity to discuss the lesson and the
way they related to the scene. Each group also gets a self-discovery time of prayer and journaling
for students to discover fear, anxiety, and worry in their lives. Afterward, each class gets an
opportunity to face their fear. For example, the kids destroy their fears and throw them away, and
the pre-teens go deeper into the challenge of facing their fears. Because pre-teens question
themselves and everything around them, they get an opportunity to confront their fear through a
chair technique used in Psychodrama. A teacher places a chair labeled fear in the middle of the
room, and students take turns, biblically talking to the fear in their lives. The “Fear Chair” allows
students to engage deeply with dealing with their fear. Afterward, both small-groups end in
prayer, followed by post-service games and activities. By utilizing Applied Theatre within the
curriculum, students learn how to deal with fear in their lives in a very raw, authentic way.
MIDDLE SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL (7TH – 12TH GRADE)
Middle school and high school students share the same curriculum because today’s teens
deal with similar issues (sex, self-image, and identity) and deal with preconceived ideas about
themselves and the world based on their experiences. Teens are deep thinkers and deal with
serious issues, and Applied Theatre is essential for this age group to explore complex biblical
concepts and lessons. Small group sessions allow students to explore and reflect on lessons
further in an intimate setting with close friends. All the students begin service together with
hang-out time, where activities like basketball, four square, food, and games are available in a
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safe social-friendly environment. Connection and relationship are crucial to ministering to teens,
and fun activities help with the connection. After the pre-service activities, the service begins
with worship songs about fear, following a “Fearless” intro video. Then, the pastor gives a brief
message on fear with an interactive demonstration of fear’s effect on one’s life. The
demonstration shows how fear attaches to a person and gradually makes them immobile.
Afterward, the students go to their small-group sessions for Applied Theatre exploration on fear.
The small-group session begins with a warm-up activity of an improvisational scene
dealing with fear, and the scene replays until fear deescalates or leaves the scene. For example,
in a scene of teens watching a scary movie, one or two of the students or actors have the secret
goal to push the scene toward fear. Then, the scene replays, with one or two more individuals,
secretly deescalating fear from the scene. The fun scene shows students the effect of outside
influences on their lives and their choice to overcome those fearful situations. Afterward, the
students get time to reflect or journal the fear, anxiety, and worry in their lives. Then students
come up with a frozen mental image (a theatrical Tableau) of how fear affects them physically.
Each person then has 30 seconds to get into a frozen position depicting how fear affects him or
her mentally, physically, or spiritually. Fear materializes at that moment, allowing the students to
shift to the next activity of dealing with their fear.
The next activity utilizes the fear chair in the middle of the room, allowing students to
use Psychodrama to confront their fear and practice biblically dealing with the fear in their lives.
They not only practice what to say, but they authentically deal with their fear at that moment in a
safe environment. Afterward, students get an opportunity to shift their physical tableau to a life
without fear. They further explore what their life would look like with God in control and a life
free from fear, and then, they have thirty seconds to freeze in a frozen picture of a life free from
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fear, worry, and anxiety. The session ends in prayer and further reflection. The mental
connection of their fear and freedom from fear makes freedom tangible in their lives, and it
allows students to identify their problems and deal with them in an applicable way.
PERSONAL COMMENTARY
There are so many more Applied Theatre techniques the author believes effectively
integrate within church ministry curricula. However, the author tried to choose techniques that
would be the most effective with the lesson. Further, not all students use the same degree of
Applied Theatre, but as the mind develops with age, the more advanced the techniques become.
Looking at various curricula (The Orange Curriculum, Grow Curriculum, and The Hands-on
Bible Curriculum) helped the author choose age-based activities and curriculum structure.
However, the curriculum was God-inspired ideas birthed from the author’s curriculum research
and experience working with students and various curricula.
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Chapter 5: The Implementation of
Applied Theatre in Church Ministry Curricula
To test the use of Applied Theatre within church ministry curricula, the author adapted
the middle and high school church curricula for a small-group environment consisting of six high
school students and college students ranging from age eighteen to twenty-two. The study’s
purpose was to see if Applied Theatre could effectively teach applicable biblical lessons within a
short time, within a small-group setting, and within a biblical lesson format. The small-group
sessions took place in a home before Anthem City Church’s online watch party, and all the
students were regular attendees of the same weekly small-group session. The session lasted
approximately thirty minutes and contained a lesson, warm-up, and two different Applied
Theatre techniques. Afterward, all students engaged in a feedback discussion on their thoughts
on the experiment.
Before the lesson started, the director (or author) gave the students a brief overview of the
experiment detailing the amount of time the session would take. The director also detailed the
project’s goal to use Applied Theatre to explore biblical ways to deal with fear and informed
them of the projects filming for documentation purposes. Then, the small-group session began
with Anthem City Church’s Pastor Ryan Elliott giving a brief ten to fifteen-minute talk on fear,
outlining biblical ways to deal with fear in one’s life. The lesson also included an interactive
demonstration showing students how fear incapacitates a person and keeps them from moving
forward, slowly crippling every area of their life. The interactive portion of the lesson consisted
of volunteers within the small-group session. The first volunteer represented a person’s struggle
with fear, and the other volunteers represented the fear in that person’s life. As the speaker
continued the demonstration, the speaker instructed the second volunteer to represent fear in the
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individual’s life by attaching to the first volunteer’s arm. The speaker then instructed the
individual to try to move throughout the room. The task was challenging but not impossible.
Afterward, the pastor used multiple volunteers to continue attaching one fear after another to the
first volunteer until she could no longer move, demonstrating how fear takes over and controls a
person’s life, keeping them from moving forward. The pastor finished the demonstration by
teaching the students to use daily scriptures to release the fear of the individual’s life until all the
fear detached from the individual.
After the lesson, the students engaged in a dramatic warm-up of an improvised scene. In
the scene, the students pretended to be watching a scary movie. The director then instructed two
individuals, experienced in acting, to push the scene towards fear and make everyone fearful of
the scary movie watched within the scene. The scene ended with fear overtaking the scene,
demonstrating how easily outer influences of fear can make someone fearful. For example,
saturating a person’s life with scary movies or too much news can negatively affect one’s life,
resulting in a life filled with fear. Then the scene replayed with another person, experienced with
acting, instructed to deescalate the fear and keep it from overtaking the scene. In the second
scene, fear was unable to infiltrate, resulting in fear leaving the scene. The second scene
demonstrated how it only takes one person to shift their environment, and one person has the
power over fear by adjusting their mindset. Individuals can choose to overcome fear, anxiety,
and worry by finding peace in God.
In the next section, the director guided the students through self-reflection and instructed
them to identify and visualize fear and its effect on their lives. The goal was for students to
identify if fear closes them down, feels like tug-a-war, or immobilizes them. After discovering
their mental picture of fear, the director gave the students two minutes to create a tableau of their
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fear by creating a frozen picture of fear’s physical effect on their lives. Afterward, the students
froze, like a statue, shifting the room’s environment, showing each individual that fear is real and
present in everyone’s lives. Some Applied Theatre techniques use actors to create a physical
tableau (or fluid sculpture) of stories and moments within audience members’ lives. However,
personal tableaus have a psychodramatic effect on students, and the tableaus helped students
identify fear in their lives.
After students identified their fear and its effects on their lives, the director used a
psychodrama tool (a chair) to guide students through biblically talking to fear. The director
placed a chair in the middle of the room, labeled with fear, and each student got the opportunity
to practice facing and talking to their fear. Students practiced ways to deescalate real fear in their
lives and practiced confronting their fear. Not only did students have to confront the fear in their
lives, but they also had to overcome fear to do the exercise and confront the fear chair. The
students then got another moment to envision their lives without fear and adjust the physical
tableau to a life free from fear, worry, and anxiety. The session ended in prayer, with the students
frozen in a sculpture free from fear. The director prayed for the students and the strength to
overcome fear in their lives. Afterward, the students engaged in a feedback discussion on their
experience and the effect of the experiment.
Overall, the experiment was a success and well received. Some students thought the
experiment was powerful and therapeutic, and others discovered fear in their lives that they did
not know was present. The session was surprisingly very intense and was an incredible
experience for the students. Even the students that did not enjoy the experiment said that it was
because it was uncomfortable and challenging but would willingly participate in another session
because it forced them to deal with fear in their lives. Some students who said it did not help
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them personally agreed that the exercise had therapeutic effects. Another student said she would
pull out a fear chair the next time she felt fear and confront her fear. The night led to more
worship and prayer time for students, shaken by the experience. The experiment was not only a
success but provided powerful ministry time that would not have been possible from a regular
service because the experience provided more than a message; it provided the application needed
within a message.
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Chapter 6: Discussion/Analysis Commentary of
Applied Theatre in Church Ministry Curricula
For this chapter, I am switching to a first-person narrative to analyze and discuss the
experimentation reflection properly. The experiment went better than I expected it to, and the
effectiveness and results of the implementation of Applied Theatre in church ministry curricula
were astounding. Although the implementation and lesson did not go as long as expected, it was
beneficial to know that the methods can work in a small-group setting of thirty minutes or less,
which was a huge concern because most Applied Theatre sessions are long, lasting one or two
hours. I needed to know if Applied Theatre could fit into a lesson containing a message, worship,
and small-group time, while still be successful. An hour is not much time to fit in icebreaker
activities, worship, message, and small-group Applied Theatre session. Integrating Applied
Theatre within a shorter timeframe within a curriculum effectively allows me to pursue Applied
Theatre within various curricula in the future.
I was also concerned about how Applied Theatre would work in a small-group setting
because most sessions occur with a group of twenty or more students. However, the small-group
session allowed the students to be more venerable than in a larger group and allowed them to be
involved with the process. Overall, the experiment provided helpful information on its
effectiveness and changes needed for exercises, future implementation, and future
experimentation.
Although the experiment was a success, there are significant changes I would like to
implement. First, I thought the interactive demonstration and warm-up scenes were enough to
engage the students in the Applied Theatre exercises. However, after discussion and feedback
from the students, some felt a more ample warm-up time would have gradually engaged them to
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feel more comfortable with the exercise. Second, the students felt soft music during the tableau
section would have helped them engage with the exercise more deeply. Alternatively, upbeat
music in the final tableau would have helped the session end on a higher note. Finally, the
students needed more time to unwind from the exercise effectively. It would have been very
beneficial to end the session with worship and a breathing excise to breathe out all fear, anxiety,
and worry. The students needed more time to pull away from their fear and end on a higher note.
The session spent so much time exposing their fears and dealing with their fears and little time
celebrating the joy that God brings from freedom from fear, and a celebration would have been
an excellent way to end the service. Further, dealing with fear is a process, but finding joy in the
middle of that process is also essential.
For future implementation, I recommend not filming the sessions, being more sensitive to
hesitant participants, and using psychodrama tools as a follow-up or ending to a monthly series.
Although I had permission to film the project for documentation purposes, some students were
more uncomfortable with the filming process. Others might have responded more openly if a
camera were not rolling. However, some individuals forgot the camera was there, and it did not
alter their experience. Further, the students felt I did a great job guiding them through the
process, making them feel comfortable, but I could have been more sensitive to those struggling
to participate. For example, some students might felt they had to participate, which might have
negatively influenced their experience. However, those students uncomfortable with the process
were still glad they participated even though it was uncomfortable, but children might have an
adverse effect to that un-comfortability.
Furthermore, teachers need to be very sensitive to each student and how they feel during
the process. Because the session was highly intense, I could see some children breaking down
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under pressure. Because some techniques are emotionally engaging, that is why only trained
professionals use Psychodramatic techniques. I recommend using a less-invasive Applied
Theatre technique for younger children and saving the more intensive session for older teens and
teachers with proper training. Further, the session's intensity would be a great follow-up to a
monthly series, but I believe the process is too intense for a weekly lesson. Once a month or
quarter, a trained professional can come in to guide students through a more intense Applied
Theatre session. However, to incorporate some more intensive techniques regularly, I would like
to pursue additional training classes and possibly become a certified Psychodrama Therapist.
Until then, the curriculum can use different Applied Theatre methods that are less invasive. For
example, the monthly series can start with Bibliodrama variations, making the experience fun
and enjoyable for students of all ages and adding interactive learning modules that apply the
lesson less invasively.
Overall, I am pleased with the things I learned from the experiment, and I believe further
experimentation and training need to occur. For example, experiments need to take place with
different age groups and different personality types. Although some students were introverts and
extroverts, all the test group students had stage acting and performing experience. The
experiment might have different results with a group of students with no stage experience. For
example, it might be harder to get them to participate or engage in the activities. Different ages
might respond differently to different types of Applied Theatre techniques, so more research and
implementation needs to occur. However, I feel with more implantation experiments, making the
necessary changes to the Applied Theatre exercises, and accessing the proper training, Applied
Theatre can and will be very impactful within church ministry curricula. It has the power to be a
life-changing experience.
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Chapter 7: Personal Commentary Reflection of
Applied Theatre in Church Ministry Curricula
For this chapter, I am also using the first-person narrative to analyze and discuss my
project’s experience thoroughly. This project has been one of the most challenging,
overwhelming, and exciting projects I have completed. I knew I loved theatre and ministry but
seeing them intertwine together has been breathtaking. Almost ten years ago, God gave me a
dream of creatively doing children’s ministry in a new way that inspired children and young
adults on a deeper level. However, I never envisioned that dream becoming a reality. I always
assumed God would give me the ideas to share with a team to put together, but I never dreamed
he would give me the tools to create an enriching church ministry curriculum. This paper gave
me the tools and understanding to implement the curriculum and see it work. It allowed me to
see how much more impactful church ministry curricula can be and should be. God has opened
up a whole world that was unknown to me and took me to that unknown world of fresh creativity
and passion found within Applied Theatre.
I knew something was missing from church ministry curricula, and as a parent, I was so
frustrated that my child rarely remembered a lesson or understood how to use what he learned
from church. Teachers tried explaining how to use the Bible and apply it to students’ lives, but
words are not enough. I also tried showing students how to act but observing is not applicable
enough. There is a disconnection in many curricula learning processes of doing. However,
Applied Theatre is the key that connects students to the applicable learning process, the doing
process. My husband and I have done ministry for fourteen years and have never seen something
work so well and so quickly.
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Sometimes, a night of worship with an intense message and alter call results in the type
of authentication process that took place during the experiment, but not until after months of
breaking down and softening walls. Maybe God already prepared the students and softened their
hearts for the experiment, but no one (myself included) knew or anticipated what to expect.
The experiment’s environment shifted on a dime, and God utilized that moment to shift
everyone’s perspective of fear. The moment everyone froze was when the atmosphere shifted,
shifting to something more, something deeper, and something profound. Fear was real and
tangible, and everyone had to confront fear at that moment through the most authentication and
venerability within themselves. They had to be raw with themselves and God. God used Applied
Theatre to bring things to the surface; things that may never have surfaced became a reality.
Pastor Ryan has spoken on fear many times, but God used Applied Theatre to create a beautiful
ministry moment. The students wanted more and longed for more worship and prayer at the end
because God stirred something inside of them. He showed them something that needed His help
and guidance. God exposed the fear in the students’ lives and taught them how to deal with it to
begin the journey to freedom from fear. One session was not a fix-all, but it was a vital step. God
used Applied Theatre to push students to that step, a step that may not have happened until they
faced fear, but Applied Theatre created that moment for them to face their fears. I learned a
small portion of Applied Theatre, but I believe God has many other creative, undiscovered ways
to do ministry.
Doing ministry for so long can be exhausting, tiring, and drying, but I feel like God
awoke something inside of me, something I did not know was there. He opened up an entirely
new way to do ministry, teaching, and therapy. Methods I had not fully considered, and I am
excited to uncover other unique ways to use Applied Theatre in a ministry setting. Applied
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Theatre is an untapped world, especially in Oklahoma, that has endless possibilities, and I
believe God wants to use Applied Theatre creatively because He is a creative God. Further,
Applied Theatre is a creative way to teach, opening up a new world of discovery for all those
involved. I do not know what all the future holds for Applied Theatre, but I look forward to
continuing the process of growing, learning, and utilizing Applied Theatre to transform and
shape young people’s hearts, minds, and lives.
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Chapter 8: The Conclusion of
Applied Theatre in Church Ministry Curricula
Applied Theatre is an effective application tool to teach various subjects, including
biblical content. It can shift children’s, teens’, and adults’ perspectives, allowing for selfexploration, problem-solving, and decision processing within real-life scenarios. Many Applied
Theatre techniques, such as Theatre in Education (TIE), Creative Drama, Roleplaying, Process
Drama, Theatrical Tableaus, Story Drama, Psychodrama, and Sociodrama, effectively educate
students around the world. Although the author did not explore all the Applied Theatre
techniques, techniques such as Roleplaying, Process Drama, Psychodrama tools, and Physical
Tableaus used within curricula provide students with a very applicable learning experience
missing within many churches curricula. Some church curricula offer wonderful ways to teach
students but using Applied Theatre to teach biblical concepts creates an incredible depth within a
student’s learning process. The experiment’s powerful results speak for themselves, for Applied
Theatre took students to a spiritual depth, allowing them to confront fears in their life
authentically. Applied Theatre may not be a new concept but using it within church ministry
curricula is an innovative, effective way to bring the Bible to life and provide the missing tool
needed for the real-life biblical application of church ministry curricula.
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